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TECHI":CAL PI'CDLEI

The intent of this investigation is to definitize prin-

ciple:, 1;,prtiinent to the design of displays and controls for

the Remotely Pilot-d Vehicles which will reach operational

status in the 1980-10.r time frame. After considering a

wide variety of alternatives prospective missions for such

airborne RPV's primary attention was restricted tc strike

and reconraiss•ace missions with de'fLrred attention being

given to air superiority and3 other missions. lhe possibility
of sirultencously controlling i nurbcr of RPV's and the use

of special weapons was also deferred to later consideration.

It was recognized that even this restricted variety of

missions might call for diverse aircrz'ft types ranging from

conventional subscnic jet driven droncs through vertical

takeoff aircraft (helicopters and adtogyros), and even to

include small propeller driven Pircraft such as those ordi-

narily flown as radio controlled sport models. Further,

personticl to be c[arged withi th, responsibility ef controlling

RPV missions ray range from those essentially naive in aero-

dynamics and fliglit coni.ul to those fully qualified in

attacl. piletirng. The problem is to identify the relative

worth of various classes of pilots as each of these faces

the best display/control situation for that class. This

knowledge will provide important design infurmaticn as well

as a [,ckground uselful for improved personnel selection and
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training for future RPV pilots.

More precisely, the task is to design experiments which

will elicit empirical evidence pertinent to the required

decisions which must be made in the near future with respect

to the design of the man-machine interface, the selection

and training of personnel, and the kinds of mission cap-

ability which may be realized by Remotely Piloted Vehicles

in tne 1980-1985 time frame.
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GENERAL METHODOLOGY

A survey of the literature revealed a great number of

technical papers pertinent to the abcve referenced problem.

These papers we,'e acquired, reviewed and classified with

respect to the kind of information they contain. Certain

of these papers were annotated in order to summarize the

most important findings of previous investigators as these

bear upon display and control design for future Remotely

Piloted Vehicles.

A wide variety of alternative missions for RPV's were

then structured in some detail, this in the light of the

anticipated state of the art and military requirements of

the ",980-1985 time frame. A presentation of these findings

before Dr. MIartin A. Tolcott, Scientific Officer under this

contract, and other personnel of the Office of Naval Research

resulted in top priority being placed on the strike mission

with secondary priority being devoted to the reconnaissance

mission. For the purpose of this study the air superiority

mission was considered to be of far less importance.

A review of the anticipated technology revealed

an estimate of the degree to which such future RPV's will

require the human operaLor arid in what capacity. For example,

it was learned that navigational capability will most likely

be adequate without human intervention. In contrast, tar-

get detection, classification, and designation are not

likely to be automated by that time. This is particularly
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true in! view of the ccnflicting computationil and cost re.

quirewrents which will be placed on RPV's. Even with ex-

tensive coc:putational capability available at tie remotp

control station, targeting hinges upon the reliability of

the high data rate communication link. There is reason to

believe that the human operator will serve as the most

efficient pattern recognition filter in this regard, es-

pecially when the video presentation is degraded by unseen

circumstance and enemy action.

It is also unlikely to complctely automate control of

the final maneuver. A wide variety of conditions may pre-

vail in the immediate locale of the target. The most suit-

able trajectory will depend upon these conditions as sensed

and perceived. Here again the human operator is of great

value. To illustrate, a "horizontal approach" may be most

suitable for attack of a large ship but this would be in-

appropriate in addressing a reveted target. Here, a "pop-up"

maneuver of a particular kind is callcd for. Further, an

effective RPV pilot will take into account enemy activity

as noted during performance of the final maneuver. The

considerable variety of RPV dynamics raises the question of

human control of vehicles having such different handling

quality. RPV's may fly according to preprogrammed instruc-

tion but will most certainly have an override capability

given to the monitoring human operator. But for override

to be effective, there is the requirement that the pilot

-- ii



La.z manually control the vehicl,; for example, an RPV may

fly passively upon entry into enemy territory,, being pro-

.ramind to emit energy for the first time when it. reaches

the proximity of týe target. At this point, the human oper-

ator may cor.,a-d a particular frame rate, individual video

','nimes, or continuous video depending upon hi's view of the

.zrrain and target. Unexpected circumstance, the appearance

of certain targets of opportunity, or unreliability of the

weapon system, may call for direct manual flight control to

complete the mission. In addition, the human operator may

have direct control over the TV or FL.P sensor. Success of

the mission may well hinge upon the proper execution of this
iI

control and coupling this to flight control. Needless to

say, the human ooerator will be a particular asset in sit-

uations which call for multiple RPV opera-"on in consort or

serial modes. Details in this regard are deferred from

present consideration.

Investigation of the specific c•pability of the human

operator under this variety of circumstance calls for an,

experimental investigation thus two experiments were con-

ceived, designed and are currently being conducted in order

to gain curcial information with respect to the'capability

of different classes of pilots as each faces its best dis-

play control situation.

6I
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TECHI NICAL RESULTS

Th:e firsc of these experiments presents eight eifferent

displayi/ontrol situations to four classes of pilot-subjects.

Specificai'y, these situations include inside-out versus

outside-in attitude display, predictive versus nonpredictive

a'ttitude display, and attitude control versus attitude rate

control. Note that all of these situations concern attitude

wtiich is considered to be the critical variable of direct

manual contrel. Proper attitude control in this regard

yields desired control of altitude, airspeed and ground

track,,and the avoidance of stall, missinig target detection,

and placing undesirabl.e forces upon the airframe. It is

recognized that stability augmentation and additional
autowatea flight control can reduce the need for close con-

trol. But to estimate the worth in this regard, it is

essential to begin with an investigation of the hunan

operator in full close control.

The four classes of subjects span the gamut oF exper-

ibnce and knowledge of pertinent psychomotor skills. Eight

subjects are drawn from the population of individuals holding

extensive driving experience but without significant know-

le.dge of aerodynamcis and flight 'control; eight subjects

have engineering background pertinant to flight control and

are experienced drivers but have no actual piloting exper-

ience; eight subjedts aie radio contt'olled model aircraft

pilots; and eight subjects are fully qualified Naval fighter



pilots. Obviously, individuals in these last two classes

hold know~ledge of aerodynamic principles as background to

their flight control. All are right handed male adults.

The specific intent of this experiment is to identify the

degree to which mission performance hinges upon the back-

ground of experience and knowledge of the subject and the

display/control situation he faces. It might be that

piloting experience should be prerequisite for future RPV

pilots but it might also be that RPV pilots may be selected

and trained for that task without the additional cost and

time required for gaining other flight control experience.

Each subject will be interrogated concerning his back-

ground of pertinent knowledge and experience, given a

shortened version of the Witkin Embedded Figures Test and

a brief examination which measures his anxiety in terms of

the Kugelmass Worrying Scale. These tests indicate differ-

ent aspects of cognitive function and emnotional attitude

pertinent to the kind of psychomotor task required in RPV

mission control. The subject is then requested to operate

a simulated vehicle which moves in a two-dimensional fric-

tionless inertial space. His discrete controls permit ad-

ditive degrees of acceleration and rotation. He is requested

to control his vehicle in such a way that it will collide

with another simulated vehicle which is seen to move across

the screen at a constant speed. The time required for this is I
measured. Here the intent is to present all subjects with

8
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F. a.psychomotor task none are familiar with, thus permitting

some individual normalization across the classes of sub-

jects. At their option the subjects are then permitted

to engage in a more complex simulation called "space war"

wherein these same vehicles can be individually driven by

different operators who can release projectiles at their

own discretion.

The subjects are then briefed on the scenario of the

RPV mission which, in the case of the first experiment

is a simple strike mission always of about the same dif-

ficulty. The RPV is launched from a mother aircraft at

2000 feet over friendly territory. It gains speed and must

descend to its operational altitude. At lower altitude,

it encounters atmospheric turbulence. Upon entering enemy

territory the attitude display is degraded by simulated

ECM. The pilot monitors the movement of the RPV in terms

of a pen which traces the ground track over the planned

scenario (which has numerical indications of desired

altitude and airspeed at critical times). The attitude

and target (appearing as a 500 ft. diameter circle seen

in perspective) is shown on a CRT. Pointer-on-scale in-

struments indicate present altitude and airspeed. Controls

include a two-axis stick coupled to attitude or attitude

rate, a switch which actuates a 10-fold expansion of the

altitude scale, znother switch which is depressed to indi-

cate sighting of the target and a foot switch which is

9



depressed to alirinate the sound of a randomly activated

buzzer (this being the secondary task). Elctrodes are

placed on the lef' hand of the subject so as to monitor

his autonomic nervous response. After a brief demonstration,

with and without ECM (imposed snow on the CRT), the pilot

is informed that he must limit both pitch and role to +

30 degrees, that stall speed is 180 knots with the dangerous

stall range shown on the airspeed indicatcr and that ex-

cessive g's may overstress the airframe. All instructions

are routinely administered and reproducible.

During the performance a paper tape record is mada of

the x-y coordinates of the aircraft, its airspeed, altitude,

the subjects' Galvanic Skin Response, the probability of

mission success as computed in terms of the probability of

target detection, of losing the aircraft to enemy ground

fire and of hitting the ground through the effects of tur-

bulence, a measure of the handling quality of the vehicle,

and the cross-.track error, each of these being functions of

time. At the end of each simulated mission, the computer

prints out the initial conditions, the time the target

first actually appeared on the screen, the time the target

was reported by the subject and the nature of the impact

in terms of hit or miss. (If a hit, the impact angle is

measured. If a miss, then the distance from the target

or the height of the overflight is noted.) If the aircraft

failed to reach the target area, the computer prints out

that a crash occurred and the reason for that failure.

10l
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Score is also kept of the total ti..ie the randomly presented

sound is left on thus indicating an inverse measure of the de-

gree of absorbtion in the primary task and the subjects' capacity.

In all cases the simulated RPV will have dynamic performance

typical of a subsonic jet driven drone such as the Firebee.

Figure I indicates the experimental setup. Computer

programming in this regard is now practically completed.

Preliminary experiments are being performed to determine

the optimal prediction time with respect to both pitch and

role in terms of minimized cross-track error under turbulence.

The first scheduled subjects will begin the experiment on

September 16. It is estimated that at least three weeks

will be required for completion of this experiment. Upon

completion of the experiment the i:ata acquired will be

submitted to conventional factor analysis and other statistical

procedures.

A second experiment has been devised to broaden the

investigation with respect to types of RPV, classes of

operating personnel, and display/control capability. Spec-

ifically, three different kinds of aircraft will be simu-

lated in this experiment: the same conventional subsonic

jet driven drone, a vertical takeoff RPV (replicating a

helicopter or autogyro) and a fixed wing propelle: driven

aircraft (having the dynamics of a conventional radio con-

trolled model aircraft). It is recognized that still other

kinds of vehicles may be required for RPV missions; however,

11
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consideration of -these types'is Oefýerred for future consid-

eration. The same classes of pilot subjects (and indeed-in

some cases the same subjectS) will' be used in tne second

experiment but with the addition of a class of subjects:

qualified Navy attack pilots. The subject will h-ave an

opportunity to perforni a far more realistic simulated

[strike mbission with some additional reconnaissancerequire-

ment. The same measures of performance will be used. The

display, however, will be generated from a color motion

picture taken undtr prior Navy authorization. This presents

allow altitude, high speed view of dOverse terrain which

includes prespecified targets. The subject will see a

blaqk and white televisual presentation of a portion of

that motion' picture image in accordance with thepointing

a,ngle and field of viý.,t of the television camera, presumably

mounted in the nose of the aircraft.' The speed of that

aircraft (of the projector) is a reflection of his throttle

position and the dynamics of the vehicle. His task is to

control, both the.aircraft and the camera. Two alternatives

are presented in this regard. At the same'timre, he is

instructed to minimize emitted energy, thus he controls

the frame rate 'of the TV camera. Lastly, the camera can

be locked to the airframe or mounted on a stable platform,

hi;s view being quite different in these regards. The pilot-

subject will be prebriefed regarding targets of, greater

importance than that assigned to this mission; thus, he may

St
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choose to divert the RPV to targets of opportunity should

they appear. Upon designating a target, the camera display

is replaced by the symbolic display on a CRT as used in the

first experiment. Figure 2 indicates some features of this

experiment. It is estim3ted that this experiment will be

performred in November and December.
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DOD IMPLICATIONS

RPV's offer considerable advantage over fighter air-

craft for technical, tactical and political reasons. They

can reduce operational costs, can perform higher g maneuvers,

can be assigned to higher risk missions, and prevent enemy

acquisition of ;:ilot-hostages. But to realize these bene-

fits the RPV must be designed to properly couple with the

human operator for whatever class of perornnnel may be ap-

propriate for selection and training. Fur.ther this training

should be at less cost than that req iird for manned air-

craft.

RPV's may address a wide variety of missions and be

launched from aircraft, ships, or ground stations. The remote

control sites may be at these stations or close to the in-

tended mission objective. Here is a weapon system which

requires unified action across the various commands and

military services. Determination of principles of display

and control design for this weapon system should be of

immediate concern to the Department of Defense.

16



IMPLICATIOtIS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The work performed under this contract is but an essen-

tial initial step. A number of important questions remain

to be answered. There is need to determine the most siit-

able level of autopilot capability for various missions and

ways in which the human operator can properly use this cap-

ability; there is need to examine alternative modes for

multiple RPV control. The relative worth of FLIR and/or TV

must be determined, especially in view of space, weight and

cost constraints which may limit the sensory suit. It is

worthwhile to examine alternative visual displays as these

can reduce navigational error, provide enhanced targeting,

improve flight control through time compression or expansion

(such as the use of predictive control) and so forth. It is

also important to examine the degree to which estimates of

mission success benefit the mission through display of these

indicators to the pilot, various modes to improve mission

control through flight director displays, and ways to improve

recovery. We need to improve our knowledge of the worth of

different amounts and kinds of prebriefing and to examine the

use of such simulations as these experiments for the purpose

of training personnel. A more detailed indication of this

work is contained in the unsolicited proposal, DSI-11890.

17



TECIHINICAL REPORT SUMM1ARY

Technical problems relating to the man/rmachine inter-

"face of Remotely Piloted Vehicles of the 1980-19C5 time

frame wcrc identified in view of the anticipated state of

the art, military situation, types of missions, availability

of personnel,and so forth. A literature review was followed

by mission analysis and priority rating with only strike

and reconnaissance being of immediate concern. Experiments

were then designed intended to address crucial problems

pertinerot to principles for the design of displays and

controls for RPVs. The first of these experiments pertains

to the frame of reference and temporal reference for attitude

display as well as the mode of attitude control. The second

experiment will concern control of the TV sensor in terms of

field of view, stability requirement, and minimum energy

emission from the RPV. The study should be of particular

interest to the various commands and -military services in that

RPV missions support the responsibility of these agencies.

Further technical questions have been identified and can be

treated in a follow-on study.

18
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4. 4

INTRODUCTIO1I

Contract No. N00014-72-C-0196 authorized Decision

Science, Inc. to investigate principles of display and

control design for Remotely Piloted Vehicles. Work per-.

forned under this contract is indicated in the technical

report which forms an Appendix to.this prnposal.

During the course of this work it has become evident

that great utility will be gained through the use of Re-

motely Piloted Vehicles only if these are properly equipped

in terms of the man-machine interface. Further, personnel

may be trained to perform RPV missions at far less cost

than that required for their control of manned combat

aircraft. The experiments being performed under the above

referenced contract examine the adequacy of a number of

different display/control situations as these al-e faced by

different classes of subjects in the performance of strike

missions. Some consideration is also given to reconnais-
sance missions.

But there is need for further knowledge. Thus far,

only three types of RPV's have been simulated: a typical

subsonic jet driven RPV (such as the Firebee), vertical

takeoff aircraft (helicopters and autogyros), and fixed

wing propeller driven model aircraft (such as those usually

used for radio controlled sport flying). Clearly, it is

important to also consider aircraft of supersonic capability

20



anid those which offer extensive glide, variable configuration,

rocket assist, and so fnoth. It is also imnportant to inves-

tigate the ways in which the RPV pilot can take best advantage

of various levels of automated flight control, these ranging

from simple stability augmentation through the usual autopilot

capability and on to the more sophisticated tactical autopilot

capability which might well be available in the 1980-1985 time

frame.

There is also need to investigate the potential benefits

to be gained by providing the pilut with a composite view of

'his scenario and immediate prospect. A number of possibilities

are available in this regard, including the superposition of

conventional displays, the introduction of intentional dis-

tortion such,as dupl-ex fields of view, and so forth. Such displays

might facilitate the reduction of navigational error, especially

in situations wherein automatic navigation accuracy is being

degraded by the enemy. It might also be worthwhile to investi-

gate the potential value of displaying the probability of

mission success in terms of the intended target (so that the

pilot can perform affective tradeoff of that target versus

targets of opportunity). Various means for time compression

and expansion might alsn benefit his performance.

Certainly multiple RPVs will be used in future missions.

The question remains unanswered as to how best to control these

vehicles in consort or serial operations. Should a single

remote pilot control a number of RPVs through their entire

mission or should there be specialized pilots for different

phases of the mission with "hand-over" as required? For

21



example, a particular human operator might be in control

of final maneuvers while another might be reserved for

control against airborne weapons which attack the RPV.

Perhaps a single operator can provide midcoursr guidance

for a number of RPVs on similar missions. It is also worth-

while to consider alternative sensory capabilities including

FLIR and/or TV, especially under all weather (with enemy ECM)

conditions. Lastly, some consideration may be given to the

use of the simulation capability as provided in the above

referenced experiments as a basis for the training of naive

subjects to become qualified RPV pilots.

The Statement of Work and Statement of Cost which follow

this brief discussion are intended to make this proposal

concrete.

Si
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STATEM4ENT OF WORK

Examine the findings of work already performed under

Contract Q00014-C-72-0196 and other current research in

order to identify additional techrical problems which must

be resolved in order to complete the definition of princi-

ples of display and control design for Remotely Piloted

Vehicles. In this regard take into account estimates of

the state of the art (with particular emphasis on computer

technology and communication requirement in the face of

ECM), the anticipated military situation and kinds of

missions which might be called for, the availability of

personnel of different knowledge and experience, and so

forth. Devise various displays and controls which contrast

alternative positions with respect to the above referenced

principles, and on this basis, devise experiments which serve

to overcome the uncertainty. In particular, consider the

problems of multiple RPV control, use of different levels of

autopilot, composite fields of view for improved targeting

and the reduction of navigational error, time scaling of

displays and control, the presentation of estimated values

for the degree of success to aid the mission performance, the

use of alternative sensors (FLIR and/or TV), displays suitable

for improved recovery, and the possibility of using such

simulations for training and evaluation purposes. Perform

23L S
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suitable data reduction and analysis and, on the basis of

the findings, prepare recommendations with respect to

principles of display and control design with illustrations

as appear appropriate.

Specifically, the following tasks will be performed:

Task 1 - Review the work performed and findings

derived under Contract 1100014-C-72-0196. Identify

any unresolved uncertainties with respect to atti-

tude display and control in the manual mode as well

as TV monitor mounting exerci;e and field of view

control.

Task 2 - Identify crucial questions pertinent to

multiple RPV control, use of different levels of

auto-pilot, composite fields of view for improved

targeting and the reduction of navigational error,

time scaling of displays and control, the presen-

tation of estimated values for the degree of success

to aid the mission performance, the use of alterna-

tive sensors (FLIR and/or TV), displays suitable

for improved recovery, and the possibility of using

such simulations for training and evaluation purposes;

this within the priority weighting and available

time constraints imposed by the Contract Monitor.

Task 3 - Prepare equipment and computer programs

suitable for conduct of _uch experiments.

Task 4 - Conduct experiments using volunteer subjects

of particular kinds oF knowledge and experience as

appropriate to the experiment design. Perform

24



data reduction analysis and develop the findings

on this basis.

Task 5 - Prepare recommendations pertinent to prin-

ciples of display and control design, illustrating

these with particular examples of displays and

controls so as to benefit the performance of

Remotely Piloted Vehicles of the 1980-1985 time

frame.

Task 6 - Prepare and submit quarterly progress reports

and a final report which summarizes the work per-

formed over this one-year contract effort. This

final report to include specific recommendations

which should lead to specifications for the pro-

curement of suitable displays and controls for

Remotely Piloted Vehicles.

The above tasks are to be conducted under the responsi-

bility of Decision Science, Inc. with the support of Teledyne

Ryan Aeronautical Company, the work in this regard is to be

performed in a 45 to 35 ratio respectively. It is assumed

that, as in the past, the local military will furnish pilot

subjects as may be required at no cost to these contractors.
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